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Message from the Guest Editors

Transdermal and topical drug delivery offers many potential advantages over conventional delivery methods of drugs. Skin has been used as an application site for therapeutic drugs to avoid the hepatic first pass effect and side-effects in the GI tract. Thus, topical formulations are beneficial, especially for elderly patients and infants who sometimes have difficulty swallowing medicines. In recent years, novel alternative methods for animal experiments and potent analytical techniques have been developed in the percutaneous absorption and skin permeation studies.

We would like to invite contributions from researchers in these fields, including pharmaceutical researchers/engineers and academicians as well.
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- **Open Access**: free for readers, with publishing fees paid by authors or their institutions.
- **High visibility**: citations available in PubMed, full-text archived in PubMed Central. Covered by Scopus: papers published between 2013 and 2015 have been cited 3.73 times, on average, in 2016 (CiteScore 2016).
- **Rapid publication**: manuscripts are peer-reviewed and a first decision provided to authors approximately 31 days after submission; acceptance to publication is undertaken in 8 days (median values for papers published in this journal in 2016).